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Introduction  

 

OAUTP Minor Planet Recovery TSA Service is a web service offered by the Observatorio 
Astronómico of the Universidad Tecnológica of Pereira (UTP) and Grupo de Investigación 
en Astroingeniería Alfa Orión, to predict future positions of a minor body of the solar 
system using single day observations from a too short arc (TSA) of observation. This 
service provides four graphs: one that contains a region of possible positions in AR and 
DEC of the object in question, and three graphs that relate the positions in the rectangular 
components of the state vector in the Heliocentric Equatorial system of the object for the 
given date. 

The service was developed by the Grupo de Investigación en Astroingeniería Alfa Orión, 
of the Observatorio Astronómico of the UTP, in the project: “Metodología para la 
generación de efemérides y el refinamiento de la órbita de cuerpos menores del Sistema 
Solar de reciente descubrimiento” [Methodology for the generation of ephemerides and 
the refinement of the orbit of minor bodies of the recently discovered solar system], code: 
3-18-9, funded by the Vicerectory of Investigations, Innovation and Extension of the UTP.  

This document clearly explains the use of the OAUTP Minor Planet Recovery TSA 
Service. It is written for users of the service by graphically explaining each of the steps to 
follow in the use of the service. 
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User manual 

1. Start 

 
Upon opening the platform, users will enter a home page that belongs to the online 
observatory of the Astronomical Observatory UTP. In this page, there are a series of web 
services that relate to different astronomy fields. Here, information will be provided for the 
use of the online "OAUTP Minor Planet Recovery TSA Service" tool. 
 
Access link: http://observatorioenlinea.utp.edu.co/recoveryservice 
 
Note: Users do not need registration for the use of the online tool. 
 

 

Figure 1. Start interface. 
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2. Data entry and formats 

2.1 Observation data 

2.2 Field: Observation data 

Data obtained from a minor body of the solar system by an astronomical observatory or 
amateur astronomer who describe their position in the equatorial coordinate system. The 
necessary data are: Time (UTC), Right Ascension (Hours), Declination (Degrees) and 
Magnitude. 

The data must include at least 3 recordings of a single observation night, (TSA). 

 

2.2.1 Format: 
The format used corresponds to the same format used by the Minor Planet Center. 
Please keep in mind that TABs should NOT be used. Columns marked "blank" 
must contain spaces (ASCII 32). 
 
Columns         Format         Use 
1 -  16      AAAA MM D.xxxxx    Time(UTC) 
18 - 28     HH mm ss.xxx       J2000 AR  
30 - 41     ±GG mm ss.xx       J2000 Dec 
43 - 46     XX.x                absolute magnitude 

2.3 General recommendations: 

Verify that the observation data do not contain characters other than those 
necessary to describe an observation; however, the browser will mark these 
characters in case the user enters them.  
 
One observation is entered for each line. 
 

2.3.1 Example: 
2018 05 13.38794 11 53 14.65 +19 35 45.0 19.0  
2018 05 13.39908 11 53 14.60 +19 35 42.7 19.0 
2018 05 13.41042 11 53 14.47 +19 35 40.1 18.8  
2018 05 13.47231 11 53 13.87 +19 35 24.3 18.8  
2018 05 13.48424 11 53 13.74 +19 35 22.1 18.7 
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Figure 2. Example: Observation data field. 
 

2.4 Observatory (Initial data) 

2.4.1 Field: Observatory (initial data) u Observatory code: 
The geographical location of the place where users took the initial data entered in 
the field: "Observation data". 
 
The data used are: 
The longitude (in degrees east of Greenwich) and the parallax constants ("cos and 
sin", where cos is the geocentric latitude and sin is the geocentric distance in the 
terrestrial radius) of the observatory. 
 
It is also possible to enter the code of the observatory assigned by the Minor Planet 
Center in the field "Observatory code" leaving the field "Observatory (Initial data)" 
blank. 
 
 

2.4.2 Format: 
The format used corresponds to the format used by the Minor Planet Center to 
designate the locations of each observatory. 
 
Columns        Format             Use 
01 - 09      XXX.xxxxx  Longitud 
11 - 18      X.xxxxxx  cos (Latitud)  
20 - 28      ±X.xxxxxx  sin (Distancia geocéntrica) 

2.5 General recommendations: 

It is recommended to use the observatory code and leave the “Observatory (initial 
data)” field blank. 
 
Please keep in mind that TABs should NOT be used. Columns marked "blank" 
must contain spaces (ASCII 32). 
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2.5.1 Example: 
 
T05    or 203.74299 0.936235 +0.351547 
 

 

Figure 3. Example: Only the "Observatory code" field contains data. 
 

 

Figure 4. Example: Only the field "Observatory (Initial data)" contains data. 
 
 

2.6 Observatory (Recovery) 

2.6.1 Field: Observatory (recovery) 
The geographical location of the place from where the user wants to perform the 
recovery. 
  
The data used are: 
The longitude (in degrees east of Greenwich) and the parallax constants ("cos and 
sin", where cos is the geocentric latitude and sin is the geocentric distance in the 
terrestrial radius) of the observatory. 
 
It is also possible to enter the code of the observatory assigned by the Minor Planet 
Center in the field "Observatory code" leaving the “Observatory (initial data)” field 
blank. 
 

2.6.2 Format: 
The format used corresponds to the format used by the Minor Planet Center to 
designate the locations of each observatory. 
 
Columns        Format             Use 
01 - 09      XXX.xxxxx  Longitud 
11 - 18      X.xxxxxx  cos (Latitud)  
20 - 28      ±X.xxxxxx  sin (Distancia geocéntrica) 
 

2.6.3 General Recommendations: 
It is recommended to use the observatory code and leave the “Observatory (initial 
data)” field blank. 
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Please keep in mind that TABs should NOT be used. Columns marked "blank" 
must contain spaces (ASCII 32). 
 

2.6.4 Examples: 
W63   or   284.30958 0.996767 +0.082976 
 

 

Figure 5. Example: Only the "Observatory code" field contains data. 
 

 

Figure 6. Example: Only the "Observatory (recovery)" field contains data. 
 

2.7  Maximum Magnitude. 

2.7.1 Field: Maximum magnitude 
The Maximum Instrumental Magnitude in the place of observation of the initial 
data. 
 

2.7.2 Format: 
A 2-digit number with 1 decimal. 
 
Format Use 
00.0  Maximum magnitude 
 

2.7.3 Example: 
 
18.5 
 

 

Figure 7. Example: Maximum magnitude field. 
 

2.8  Time in UTC. 

2.8.1 Field: Time in UTC 
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The date in UTC in which the recovery will be performed. 
 

2.8.2 Format: 
The year with 4 digits, the month with 2 digits, and the day with decimals 
representing time, separated by spaces (ASCII 32). 
 
Format     Use 
AAAA MM DD.xxxxxxxxxxxxxx  Date and time 
 
 

2.8.3 General recommendations: 
TABs should not be used. Columns marked "blank" must contain spaces (ASCII 
32). 
 

2.8.4 Examples: 
 
2018 6 1.08887899992988 
 

 

Figure 8. Example: Field "Time in UTC" contains data. 
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3. Execution  

Step 1: Confirm that all fields are correctly completed (See 2. Data entry and formats) 

Step 2: Press send button. 

 

Figure 9. Example: All fields contain data, ready for execution. 
 

 

Step 3: After pressing send, the validation of the data and the execution of the application 
will start, taking an average time of 1 minute, depending on the number of observations. 

Step 4: The page will show the results in the download links and graphics. 
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Figure 10. Example: Results of the recovery service. 
 

 

Step 5: Make another query by pressing back on the browser. 
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4. Results 

4.1 Data results. 

4.1.1 Use of data 
 
Propagated Orbit:  
 
The final result of applying the entire Recovery TSA Service procedure. The data 
is in right ascension (Degrees) and declination (Degrees). 
 
X Component: The position and velocity vectors of the possible propagated orbits 
in their component X. 
 
Y Component: The position and velocity vectors of the possible propagated orbits 
in their component Y. 
 
Z Component: The position and velocity vectors of the possible propagated orbits 
in their component Z. 
 
The data generated from the service OAUTP Minor Planet Recovery TSA Service 
are free to use. 
 

4.1.2 Downloading the data 
 

 

Figure 11. Example: Location of downloadable data in format .txt. 
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Figure 12. Example: Download the data in format .txt. 
 

4.2  Graphics. 

4.2.1 Each Figure is obtained when generating the graph from the data mentioned in 
point 4.1.1 and can be downloaded by right-clicking the images. 
 

The images generated from the service OAUTP Minor Planet Recovery TSA 
Service are free to use. 

 

Figure 13. Example: Download of the image generated by the service. 
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4.3  Information about the results. 

4.3.1 Information that the script delivers after processing the data is shown at the bottom 
of the page. 
 

 

Figure 14. Example: Detailed information of the script. 
 

4.4  Unexpected results. 

4.4.1 It was not possible to propagate the orbit and/or generate data. 

 

Figure 15. Example: Result where it was not possible to propagate the orbit and / or 
generate data. 
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4.4.2 The fields are empty 
If any field is empty, the result will be a notification of an empty field. 

 

Figure 16. Example: Empty "Observation data" field. 
 

 

Figure 17. Example: Result "Observation data" field empty. 
 

5. Terms and definitions 

Right ascension: The angle measured on the celestial equator counted from the vernal 
point in the counterclockwise direction 

Declination: The declination is comparable to the geographical latitude. The declination 
is measured in degrees and is positive if it is north of the celestial equator and negative if 
it is to the south. 

Geocentric distance: The distance measured from the center of the earth  

Magnitude: The measure of the brightness of a celestial body like stars and smaller 
bodies. 

Minor Planet Center: The Minor Planet Center is under the auspices of the International 
Astronomical Union (IAU). The MPC is the institution in charge of collecting observations 
of minor planets (asteroids) and comets, calculating their orbits and publishing the results. 


